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Welcome- Lorraine 
 
Pledge- Shauna Warnick 
 
Thought- Jacoy Baird- Our teenagers often share content when asked about what they learned from school. 
Rather, lets help get a growth mindset with our students and listen for how they handle things throughout their 
day and how they go about their learning.  
 
PTSC- Jeanine- Considering offering some more “senior swag” that is made especially for the seniors. Hoping 
to get made before Christmas.  
 
School Needs- Shea- School Data Gateway: Achievement(middle), Growth(low), English Learning 
Progress(pretty high), and Post Secondary Planning(really high). Where could we set some goals in these 
areas? Possibly using trust lands?  
 
How accurate are these data results from these standardized tests? Ever since the State has offered the 
parents opt out option, we have seen the results go down. DeAnn mentioned these startling observations. 
Shauna talked about how Rick Nielsen feels about these tests after hearing students negative responses 
during a recent meeting. Rick tried to help the kids catch the vision of representing our schools and doing well 
on these tests. These tests represent the grade our schools get. Some kids do not really care about the results 
of these tests, some are very motivated to do it. The group mentioned how this may be more than school 
problem, it could actually be more of a community problem. Have we really caught the vision on the importance 
of these tests?  
 
Shea discussed a new form of that gives data results for each particular student. This was a very popular 
discussion point and many parents discussed the desire of wanting to receive this data for their kids.  We also 
wanted to discuss how to get this information to people in the most effective way as possible. Shea is going to 
ask Pearson if parents have access this data on their own. The group discussed ways to help get students 
more motivated to do well on these tests and not opt out. We want to change the culture and  help more 
people realize the benefits it brings our school, reputation, and future students. DeAnn wants this group to be 
unified in a decision with  these topics and lead the way. 
 
Trust Land Funds- DeAnn- Went over trust lands fund numbers. Carry over numbers, funded numbers, and 
broke down where these funds went and how they were used. These numbers were analyzed from the 2019 
and 2020 school year. We were able to spend a lot of money on Chromebooks in order to improve instruction. 
DeAnn is going to make copies of the trust lands report to give the SCC because we did not have all of the 
numbers in front of us.  
 
Safety- Whites- We did a lockdown drill this morning. District is working hard to keep the buildings safe and 
protecting students inside. Cell-boosters have been placed in many of the schools. The district is piloting 
different programs such as electronic locking methods with our outside doors. Discussed safety in technology. 
District runs the filters and content keeper in order to help keep kids safe on the internet. The district can track 
what is being searched by students and they flag certain words or areas of content. We are making vast 



improvements with computer and internet safety with our students. Kids have been given many different 
training opportunities to help them learn how to be safe online.  
 
Jacoy brought up how MMHS keeps getting named silly things on Google search. DeAnn then reported how 
Don Remy and her have been doing an intense investigation to get the problem solved. It looks to be fixed now 
and we believe the person has been identified. Now we just need to get our likes back up on the Google 
search.  
 
Shauna brought up something she learned from the work session of board meeting last week. She brought up 
how some schools are doing the one-to-one device offering at their schools. The group discussed advantages 
or disadvantages of trying this at MMHS. There were many pro’s and con’s brought up. Some studies show the 
kids from certain Socioeconomic statuses use them and improve, while others actually get distracted and it 
makes grades drop. It helps some families with the screen time battles they are having with multiple children in 
the home needing a device. Spanish fork, Payton, and Salem are all using the one-to-one system. Holly has 
been assigned to ask someone from one of these pilot schools to come and discuss this program with our 
school during our next SCC.  
 
Congrats to our Band!! Tennis did well, soccer is still playing.  
 
Pledge- Jacoy  
Thought- Emily  
 


